
 Second Covid Waive is on : How to invest?

Digitian View!

 

Last Month we discussed about the 
growing gap between value stocks and 
growth stocks.  Given the circular 
movement in the stock markets during 
COVID-19, markets showing    finally 
appetite for value stock, some senses 
are back, Tech market/growth stocks 
continued correction. As I mentioned 
last month the volatility will continue, 
there will be more preference for value 
stocks, given the high valuation of 
Growth Stocks, due to the 
second surge of pandemic world over. 

Read our  Monthly Dosier on  
Coronavirus (Click )

OUR USA RETURN in 2020 
(31st  October 2020): 

18% vs S&P 500 YTD 1.2% 
(2019 32% vs S&P 500 28%)
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“..In the midst of Pandemic 
markets  of  USA and India 
are behaving like mad 
houses, devoid of the strong 
economic disasters, a 
correction may be around the 
corner ... Investors need to 
focus on good Value stocks ”

VOl  22     October 2020
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As suggested for the last 
2 months(Aug & Sept 2020), go 
for medium term holding of 
identified value stock. Use 
Product like  Surrogate Investor for 
20-30% of the portfolio which can
earn you 40%-60% a year.

Let us again look back - the 
markets like USA and India are 
behaving like mad houses, devoid 
of  the strong economic disasters 
both the countries facing which USA 
and India both are managing 
through pushing liquidity printing 
their currencies and flooding the 
market with liquidity. 
Unprecedented but building 
into another recipe for hard 
crash, especially, India.

The pandemic surge is back,  the 
cost of operations have gone up, huge 
cost addition in customer 
facing businesses, normal people are

http://www.mydigitian.com/monthly-corona-virus-dosier-july-2020/
http://www.mydigitian.com/monthly-corona-virus-august-20-role-of-china-in-successfully-spreading-a-human-made-virus-war/


COUNTRY DATA
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In agriculture trade, China agreed to 
reduce non-tariff barriers that inhibit 
U.S. exports of beef, poultry, dairy, 
and other agricultural products. One 
example is sanitary and phyto sanitary 
measures. While these regulations 
intend to protect consumers from 
diseases and contaminants in food, 
they are akin to trade barriers if they 
are too restrictive. Farmers and 
Agriculture Sector will be benefited

. 

into normal life.  In our corona virus 

tired of this lock down situation. They 
want to get back their freedom, so 
psychological pressure is at extreeme. In 
our monthly Covid dossier we 
maintained that Health Crises will 
be followed by Economic crises and 
the same will be followed by Social 
Crises. The first two already commenced 
and the signs of social crises looming as 
mentioned --- now the issue is that all 
these will be concurrent -- that is a big 
effect. 

Pfizer, Eli Lilly and Moderna (& many 
other vaccine candidate) have published 
results of their last stage vaccine trials 
with 92-95% efficacy, which created hope 
for sure but it has  also thrown the 
challenges of logistics for distribution. 
We think it will be atleast Q3 
2021 for a meaningful solution to 
COVID. 

Goldman Sachs' David Kostin predicted 
market to reach 4,300 by 2021 
(+18.6%); and 4,600 by 2022 (+26.8%) 
(which is followed by Morgan Stanley, 
JPMorgan Chase & others). This shows 
Wall street big money is riding on this bet. 
This created the FOMO among market 
participants. We at DIGITIAN believe 
that investors need to be very cautious 
while selecting stocks at this juncture 
and volatility will continue.

As we write, the presidential election has 
been won by Mr Joe Biden (Democrat) 
over Donald Trump (Republican), market 
jumped on the news but remained range 
bound with Trump rejecting to concede, 
which created further uncertainties. On the 
other hand, the earlier projection of a 
major recovery during Q3 is also getting 
threatened  due to possible lock-downs 
during the holidays season in USA and 
Western world.

For over the last 6 years, the surge in 
Growth stocks trumped that of   Value 
stocks.

While traditional value is cheaper 
than ever and more attractive today, I 
expect we'll see a steep bear market 
before it starts beating growth again. 
Unfortunately, Downside risk in the 
stock market today is greater than 
it has ever been in history.

It might not be today, tomorrow, or 
even next year. But at some point, the 
bubble will pop... and everything will 
come crashing down. So, It is time to 
prepare and not predict,  and to go 
for quality value stocks  with a long 
runway path and sustainable future 
value.

Tobias Carlisle in his book, The 
Acquirer's Multiple, showed 
traditional value metrics performed 
very well in Japan during its two-
decade bear market from 1990 to 
2011. US market may see same for a 
medium period 

At this juncture, professional support 
is required in identification of stocks;  
which calls  for Surrogate Investor 
like product

Similarly from 2004-2008 growth in 
value stocks are higher than that in 
Growth Stocks;

.

Happy Investing!!
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BEST CHART 
OF THE 
MONTH
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Be a millionaire Start Surrogate Investment  ? 

World First digital surrogate 
investor platform is now ready and for 
the first 6 months registration is FREE

Surrogate Investment refers to getting the 
benefits of Investment in stock like a 
professional without the pain of  tracking the 
stock, studying the market trend andthe 
time it takes to do the same. REAL TIME

Why it is a success:
• Skin in the game: the fund managers

picked up these shares and invested in
themselves  basis proprietary Research

• Time to market :They are keeping daily
watch on the stock/market behaviour and
that of the global trend

• Regular Profit booking : They make
profit and you make too in the short run

• Professional Expertise &
Performance Track: Fund managers
are super Qualified Professional
Experts with their Return CAGR varies
between 35%- 48% over last 10 years

What you have to do ?
• Have your trading account for full

control of your money
• Act fast when Buy and Sell advice is

given and make Huge Profit  
• Only pay Back if you made money

Success returns :
Surrogate Investors are making
100%+ to 450% annualised
return from each trade

 The dominance of Global 
Currency Reserves over the 
last 600 years mainly shows 
the dominance of a single 
currency for maximum 
average 94 years..... so 
whether there will be a 
major change in the Global 
Currency reserve  post 
pandemic since Chinese 
Renminbi is also in 
contention or a currency 
baskets or  crypto 
currencies."

Saugata
Stamp



VaLue inVesting
Debashish Neogi
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At the center of conventional value 
investing is the assumption that 
intrinsic value of a company mostly 
doesn't change.

It's about buying a stock whose 
intrinsic value you figure out to be Rs 
100, at a discount of 30% (at least), 
and then sell it as soon as the stock 
reaches the intrinsic value.

In other words, if you identify a stock 
with an intrinsic value of Rs 100, then 
buy it at Rs 70  and sell it at Rs 100.

And then we have growth investors...

They seek out companies that offer 
strong earnings growth. They are not 
obsessive about valuations while buying 
growth stocks.

Both the approaches have worked in the 
past if you look at the history over the 
last few decades.

However, in the recent years, the 
conventional value investors have 
lagged behind the growth investors.

Sensex is trading at 30 times P/E (price 
to earnings), a valuation that would 
make

This brings out an interesting debate - 
What works: Value or growth?

After I came to my house  in Bangalore 
on 12th ,everyday till 27th March  (14 
days self quarantine period ) I used to 
get 2 automated calls from the local 
authorities checking whether I am ok or 
not and if not ok what I am supposed to 
do .It didn’t end here ,police officer and 
a person from municipality came to 
check whether I am doing fine or not .I 
was stamped on my hand (like voter 
mark) so that other people are aware I 
am on home quarantine . 

Overall there has been few goof ups like 
migrant workers stranded etc but 
overall , India with limited resources till 
now have managed very well . 

India avoided lakhs of potential deaths 
in its collective fight. India's death rate 
per million is currently 1.4 compared to 
the global average at 35 & the US at 
228 as I write this article . We've also 
bought time to enhance medical 
infrastructure. 

Now its time ,we have to open the 
economy –We have to make a choice 
between “way of living now “ and 
“life” –a difficult  choice but we cannot 
keep the country under lockdown for 
long .

“Value  investing doesn’t
always work. The fact that 
the value approach doesn’t 
work over periods of time 
is precisely the reason why 
it continues to work over 
the long term”  
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I read a post some time back wherein 
Jack Schwager, the author of Market 
Wizards series, when  answering a 
question on whether value investing 
works, turned to the wisdom of Joel 
Greenblatt, one of the foremost experts 
on the subject. Schwager quoted this 
from his interview with Greenblatt – 
“Value  investing doesn’t always 
work. The market doesn’t always 
agree with you. Over time, value is 
roughly the way the market prices 
stocks, but over the short term, 
which sometimes can be as long as 
two or three years, there are periods 
when it doesn’t work. And that is a 
very good thing. The fact that the 
value approach doesn’t work over 
periods of time is precisely the reason 
why it continues to work over the 
long term.”

 Continued Page 5

Now what should you do now ? 

Before, I answer that question just go 
through  an extract of what Morgan 
Housel wrote in his latest book “The  
Psychology of Money: Timeless 
Lessons on Wealth, Greed, and 
Happiness”

• But do you know what
happened during this period?
Where do we begin ...

• 1.3 million Americans died
while fighting nine major wars.

• Roughly 99.9% of all companies
that were created went out of
business.

 Value Investing and Growth Investing
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“It’s not whether you’re right or 
wrong that’s important,” George 
Soros once said, “but how much 
money you make when you’re right 
and how much you lose when you’re 
wrong.” You can be wrong half the 
time and still make a fortune.

Now coming to the present 
scenario ,Emerging markets could 
benefit from a political environment 
that looks set to become “more 
benign” following the victory of 
Democratic candidate Joe Biden in 
the U.S. presidential election (if 
ultimately it happens). 

Among emerging markets, India is 
leading. There are huge possibilities 
exist in India but consistent with 
uncertainties - a perfect condition for 
significant upside. Hence India is the 
market to watch for 

We are there what are you waiting 
for ? If you do not have the time use 
our product Surrogate

Happy investing !

• Four U.S. presidents were
assassinated;

• 675,000 Americans died in a
single year from a flu pandemic.

• 30 separate natural disasters killed
at least 400 Americans each.

• 33 recessions lasted a cumulative
48 years.

 The number of forecasters who 
predicted any of those recessions 
rounds to zero. The stock market fell 
more than 10% from a recent high at 
least 102 times.

 Stocks lost a third of their value at 
least 12 times. Annual inflation 
exceeded 7% in 20 separate years.

Stock market returns are logically 
your GDP growth rate % plus 
inflation % over long period of time. 

Hence if the GDP is always x% and 
inflation normally always a positive 
number say y%,your share market 
return % is normally higher than (x
+y)% .

Hence it  doesn’t matter whether you 
are value investor or growth investor 
–invest what suits your style and
conviction –what matters is “time “
in the market than timing the market
or what type of investors you are,
provided you are “long” in the
market for a really long time. Then
what matters is nicely summed up
below by the stalwarts of the
market .

At the Berkshire Hathaway 
shareholder meeting in 2013 Warren 
Buffett said he’s owned 400 to 500 
stocks during his life and made 
most of his money on 10 of them. 

Charlie Munger followed up: “If 
you remove just a few of 
Berkshire’s top investments, its 
long-term track record is pretty 
average.”

 COVID 19 PANDEMIC WILL HAVE PROLONGED EFFECT - BEAR MARKET POSSIBILTY IS LOOMING



DIGITIANS are those who born in or after the 
year 2000 and will be a dominant force through 
2075. They are completely different in usage of 
their left brain and motor nerves. They are 
different from the Millennials in behaviour, 
thinking and action.

The world is changing superfast – media, 

 How to inVest in 
Digitian capitaL 

Presently DIGITIAN  is raising money from Equity Investor in various classes 
(A, B and C) depending upon investment amount. This is a Unique opportunity to 
select a Zero Tax destination to Invest money especially for Diasporas. If you 
need to know about Investment opportunities, Please write to us for more details 
at info@mydigitian.com

 z Unique Access to Frontier & 
Emerging Markets

 z Value Stock Pick 
 z Online Investment Platform

 z Cheaper Cost
 z Multi-bagger return
 z Open & Transparent Upside 

Sharing

DiscLaimer

info@mydigitian.com 

Standard Chartered Tower 

Level 5  Emaar Square 

Down Town, Burj Khalifa 

PO Box : 35482 

Dubai UAE

Visit our website :

• Market Vision

Indian Budget 2020 special

• WORLD 2020 and
INDIA 2020 (Click here)

We are looking for Virtual 
Analyst. 

Apply at  
Career@mydigitian.com

mydigitian.com

Contacts us :

DIGITIAN Capital is the trade mark of the DIGITIAN Investment Inc, A RAK ICC Company6

communications, banking, currencies, education, 
retail channels, health & medicines, travel and tourism, consulting, 
manufacturing, agriculture, – every sectors facing disruptive innovations; 
Nano technology, internet of things, artificial intelligence and robotics will 
be overwhelmingly embedded. In this age, model disruption, extinction, 
miniaturisation, real time delivery, speed and virtualisation are neo normals.

We make you ready for them

Disclaimer: This communication is issued by DIGITIAN Investment Inc (DIgitian Capital) on a strictly confidential basis. Digitian Capital is not a regulated entity. This document must not be regarded 
as independent research and has been prepared by Digitian Capital for information purposes only. Digitian Capital and its directors, employees, agents and consultants shall have no liability for any 
statements, opinions, information or matters arising out of, contained in or derived from, or any omissions from, this information package. All recipients of this information should make their own 
independent evaluations, should conduct their own investigation and analysis and should check the accuracy, reliability and completeness of the information. Investments discussed in this publication 
may not be suitable for all investors. Advice should be sought from a professional and authorized financial adviser regarding any investment products discussed in this publication before investments 
are made. Where this information package summarizes the provisions of any other documents, that summary should not be relied upon and the relevant documentation must be referred to for its 
full effect. This document is not directed to, nor intended for distribution or use by, any person or entity in any jurisdiction or country where the publication or availability of this document or such 
distribution or use would be contrary to local law or regulation, including the USA.  The  News letter is published  from  RAK, UAE

http://www.mydigitian.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/Newsletter-Dec-19-compressed.pdf
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